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APPENDIX A: Demographics
Fig. 1: Demographics 55yrs+ Comparison By Community
Vital Signs 2018
Total Population

CENSUS 2016
Age 55+ Years

2020
Self-Reported Age
55+ Years

Percentage of
Community
Aged 55+ Years

Ahousaht

1100

95

x

8.6%

Alberni Clayoquot
Area C

677

200

x

29.5%

Hot Springs Cove

44

x

25

56.8%

Hitacu

369

55

56

14.9%

Macoah

32

x

14

43.8%

Opitsaht

155

20

22

14.2%

Tofino

1932

455

455

23.6%

302 / 129

30

33

7%

1717

475

x

27.7%

COMMUNITY

Ty-Histanis /
Esowista
Ucluelet
TOTAL

6,457

1,369
*includes 2020 selfreported value as
“x”

21.2%

*** Percentage of Community Aged 55+ Years was calculated using Census 2016 column and Total Population

Percentage of Community Aged 55yrs+ from youngest population to oldest population demographics:
Ahousaht
8.6%
Ty-Histanis/Esowista 7%
Hitacu
14.9%

Opitsaht 14.2%
Tofino
23.6%
Ucluelet 27.7%

Area C
29.5%
Macoah
43.8%
Hot Springs Cove 56.8%

According to the estimates 21.2% of the population of the west coast region is 55yrs+, however each
individual community has unique demographics which affect their needs and therefore their support
programs and staff requirements.
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Fig. 2: Demographics 55yrs+ Breakdown By 5yr Intervals
Age in Years: 55-59 60-64

65-69 70-74

75-79 80-84

85-89 90-95 95-99 100+

Ahousaht

30

25

20

10

0

5

5

0

0

0

Alberni Clayoquot
Area C

60

65

50

15

5

5

0

0

0

0

Hot Springs Cove

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Hitacu

15

15

10

5

0

5

5

0

0

0

Macoah

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Opitsaht

0

5

5

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

Tofino

110

120

105

55

35

20

10

0

0

0

Ty-Histanis /
Esowista

10

5

5

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

Ucluelet

120

120

95

75

25

15

10

10

5

0

TOTAL (is missing
2 communities:
Macoah and Hot
Springs Cove)

345

355

290

170

70

55

30

10

5

0

TOTAL: 1,330 + Macoah (14 ) + Hot Springs Cove (25) from Fig.1 Table = 1,369
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APPENDIX B: Service Provider Interview Highlights
1.0 Goals If Funding Were Not A Barrier
1.1 Projects:
- ‘Family Handbook’ for questions family and community members can ask themselves to
make decisions for loved ones (when they need which supports, when to seek more
guidance, when certain mobility equipment needed in home, etc.)
- ‘Older Adults Skills Inventory’ (who to contact and how)
- Daily reminder calendars on fridge
- Resource list for ‘West Coast Home Supports’ (contractors, cleaners, etc.)
1.2 Capital Purchases:
- Medical equipment, like for scans, to reduce travel out of region
- Laptops
- Wheelchair accessible vehicle(s)
- Van with removable seats
- Paved road to Macoah
- 4x4 van to transport Elders in and out of Macoah
- “Handy Dart”
- 15 passenger bus (with easy access and scheduled runs)
- Outdoor covered areas
- Dedicated ‘Seniors Centre’
- ‘Elders’ Home’ communal living
- ‘Hospice Home’ & ‘Long-Term Care’ facility
- Respite care space
- Assisted Living
- Long-term subsidized housing
- New Hospital
1.3 Programs:
- ‘Better At Home’ style home support programming
- Taxi vouchers for those needing transport
- ‘Work Buddy Program’ (a partnership training opportunity where older adult health
providers who can no longer do heavy lifting have a younger partner trained to help)
- Driving network (staff or volunteer led)
- ‘Care for the Caregiver’
- Respite care
- ‘Understanding Your Elder’
- Friendly visiting
- Wellness checks – ‘Friendly Eyes on the Seniors’
- ‘Better with a Buddy’
- Volunteers to help with administrative tasks
- Education: older adult abuse / self-neglect / neglect
- Training kids / youth in how to help look after their older family members
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-

Elder and older adult advisory groups
Intergenerational programming
Elders connecting with Elders from other FN communities
Friendly phone calls (with contact list creation/expansion)
Phone list call-outs (5-10 volunteers “Do you need a ride to…”)
First Aid training
FoodSafe training for homemakers, staff & volunteers
Weekly lunches / Soup / Meals-on-Wheels
Regular social gathering where people come together to make food
Community food gardens
Tech support (education, 1-on-1 help, funding for internet/phone data)
Youth 1-on-1 with older adults to teach tech navigation

1.4 Staffing:
- Volunteer coordinator
- 55+ recreation position
- Dedicated staff in each community who can provide older adult programming and
advocacy / assistance
- Health care / specialists of all sorts (more, more hours, visiting remote communities more
frequently)

2.0 What Is Working Well
-

Senior and Elder lunches in most communities (pre-COVID)
Considerably more robust health team than in the past
There is now an occupational therapist, physiotherapist and rehab assistant on the west
coast who can offer direct patient care in homes
Great success building relationship between Island Health and NTC staff (as jurisdiction
challenges for Provincial service vs FN service)
Dedicated Elder Support and Cultural Support staff positions in some FN communities
Wheels-For-Wellness to get to medical appointments that exceed 60km from client
departure (must be paved road)
FN Elders on-reserve all being served actively
Communities doing a good job with helping out with food / COVID showing us we are
really connected for food security
Nurses do assessment & service plans for personal care or homemaking or both
Hopeful for some increased access with upcoming west coast transit system
Elders and older adults posting for help on social media often have helpful responses
within minutes (access and navigation of tech so important)

3.0 Barriers to Accessing Services
-

Geographic challenges for travel method, time and money
Some are not able to access internet or even phone
Lack of affordable and accessible housing
Efforts to get to appointments a huge deal and struggle for some
Resistance to medical system due to negative experiences in the past
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-

Insufficient staffing / staff turn-over
COVID-19
Fear of losing independence creates delays getting help / wait till in crisis
If staff cannot enter a house due to it being in disrepair
Lack of finances
Illiteracy and hearing impairments
Challenges navigating technology
Reluctance to seek out new opportunities
Not having previous relationships built
Some do not want to be told they need help
Wrong language (eg. Residential Care now called Complex Care)
Segregation of communities

4.0 What Clients Would Like
-

Help with outdoor work
Help with pain management
Respect
Cultural events
Family
A place to come together
Companionship
Involvement in community
Fitness activities
Age-friendly supports for entertainment and access
Prepared hot meals
Transport, medical and housing supports
Keeping life in their control
Safe trails

5.0 Needs Improving
-

Staffing: more staff, more compassionate & qualified people, more assessments, more
people to fill service plans made by nurses
Support for people’s right to “live at risk” (homes could be safe with the right supports)
Culturally appropriate support for families to transition Elders to long-term care
Culturally respectful care in health care settings
Risk prevention and safety
Transportation (to medical appointments, for when discharged from hospital, to social and
recreational programming, etc.)
Caregiver support
Routine
Showcasing older adult & Elder talents
More Elders teaching and learning language and culture
Better advertisement for current program offerings
Regular weekly programming
More mobility impaired access to beaches, amenities, stores, etc.
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-

Consistent reliable funding for permanent Seniors’ workers and programs

6.0 Would Help Working with Older Adults
-

Consolidated seniors network / collaboration with all stakeholders
Standardized set of services and supports
A full-timer to help with 55+ practical things, information and advocacy
Less liability issues
Increase in scope of practice
COVID gone
More money
To know availability of resources
Memorandum of Understanding with Community Health Services: with client consent on
both sides, allowing referrals
Partnering with Island Health
If Physicians could introduce their clients to programs

7.0 Would Help Service Providers to Know
-

Who the vulnerable seniors are?
How to get to clients before in crisis?
How many people currently need care/respite?
Will we ever have a care facility?
How to better keep OAs involved?
How to better help caregivers?
How much caregiving actually happens?
How to be more inclusive?
How will supported living look after COVID?
How is it for seniors daily?

8.0 COVID-19
8.1 Positives:
-

Showed us we are really connected for food security
Response has strengthened FN relations
Online allows people to join in that may not be able to make it in person
Has increased attention towards reaching more vulnerable seniors living alone

8.2 Challenges:
-

Everything (aside from phone calls)
Referrals tightened up
No visitors
Losing clients / clients forgetting about service providers
Disconnection from the vulnerable groups; cannot see them informally at community lunches
Cannot come together for community culture and food gatherings
Abusive situations where people are living together but who do not get along
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-

Keeping on top of regulations / cleaning / protocols
Community buildings closed
No drop-ins / limited registration for activities
Difficulty moving programming to online formats
Harder to get things into homes
Reduced capability to distribute prepared food safely

9.0 Transportation
9.1 Do clients need support getting to you and your services?
-

“No, we go to them”
“I have clients who hitchhike to appointments”
“I wanted to come, but I couldn’t because I had no way to get there”
Really steep hill from boat in Tofino
Some participants are older and would be willing to pick up those who cannot get out
Often no transport available for vulnerable older adults being discharged from Hospital
Delivery offered freely, but not utilized as much as it could be
Some people want to keep where they live private

9.2 Do clients need support getting around in general; to where and how often?
-

Occasionally, especially to health appointments out of town
Medical appointments an ongoing issue
“Not hearing a lot at the moment”
“Having transport reduces SO MANY barriers”
Bus will not stop through reserves because municipally funded
Yes for getting around in general
Wheels-For-Wellness requires another staff to act as logistics navigator, does not drive
locally (must be 60km+), and does not drive to Macoah (gravel road)

10.0 Food Support
10.1 Do clients need support with pre-made food or grocery delivery?
-

“My current clients have supports and systems in place”
Communities doing a good job with helping out with food
Food preparation and delivery would be very beneficial; Many seniors have already told
us this would be of help
Fishermen bring back clams, mussels, fish, seafood for Elders; healthy traditional cultural
foods
One of the local businesses did a dinner for seniors and it made their YEAR!
Alleviates stress of what to eat tonight, and can bring home extra leftovers / sandwich
Clients need food not loaded with sodium like in so many instant meals
Prepared food ALWAYS well received
Community lunches were so important for including non-connecting seniors in lower socioeconomic bracket, who found these welcoming inclusive community spaces
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10.2 Do clients need support with covering food expenses?
-

People may buy in quantity rather than quality
Cost of living too high and people buy food out of town when possible, even though a
health hazard during COVID
Some clients for sure need help covering food expenses
Garden project was going really well but then funding lost

11.0 Non-Medical Home Support
11.1 Do clients need support with house / yard maintenance, housekeeping, minor repairs, pet
care, self-care, day to day tasks, friendly visiting?
-

Very much needed to keep seniors in our community
“Yes, the access and cost of such is a detriment”
Elders seeking help with yard work / home repairs / firewood
Need something like Better At Home or other volunteer subsidized program
Community members come together and fulfill needs (but if village Elder population
continues increasing, this may become a concern)
Friendly visiting could be great, depending on person
A lot of clients ask if I know cleaners, but they don’t follow through because cost so high
Island Health used to do light housekeeping, but since taken away from programs
A couple client houses DO need a sanitizing deep clean, and needs to be kept up
Issue with homes in disrepair (not safe for staff to enter) = vulnerable cannot get help
House / yard maintenance on-reserve is usually applied for through the Band, but what
about the people away from home / off-reserve

12.0 Communication / Information Access & Exchange
12.1 How do your clients prefer to be contacted?
-

Face-to-face communication preferred
More people preferring calls only with pandemic
Our organization uses phone not email
Clients prefer phone calls, but not reasonable, so using email
Don’t get a lot of uptake when offered online, older adults say they will WAIT
Some even have trouble understanding / hearing via the phone
Seniors she sees regularly HAVE jumped on board with tech stuff; “too many Zooms”
Not a “digital native” population / many attracted here to be “UNPLUGGED”
Most clients are not into tech and do not want to use it

12.2 What has proven successful engaging and sustaining contact with older adults?
-

Strong indication to have a physical bulletin board dedicated to older adults
Many years had “Our Towns” Westerly News column and heard many older residents
enjoyed this local info
Building relationships with their friends, family, support teams
Word of mouth, posters, mail, community calendar, newspaper, radio
Weekly updates and check-ins seem to be generally appreciated; If too much time lapses
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they may feel forgotten or left behind; stay engaged and consistent
12.3 How do we reach older adults not already supported or not using tech well?
-

“Through wrap around care team” a strengths-based intervention that seeks to identify
and capitalize on individual and family assets.
1 pager newsletter delivered / monthly flyer
Visiting different communities
Reaching out with social media
Use a 3rd party like a family member
Call or meet at a certain time weekly
Connect at Food Bank times
Zoom language classes
Members are helpful when anyone in need of support
Youth from high school were helping with a tech help group
People are very private / independent and “don’t want help”

12.4 Technology Challenges
-

Clients not on email list are left out of almost all programs and offerings
Video link challenges and hiccups have occurred with medical support
Need computers and internet and education for them to do online banking, taxes, GIS,
and government programs
Often the only way to connect during pandemic but some don’t understand how to use
Zoom, Facebook, etc.
Many do not have a device to operate internet or to make phone calls even

13.0 Social & Community Inclusion
13.1 Do your clients express social isolation as a concern?
-

Sense of disconnection and isolation comes up lots
Generally seen yes, specifically COVID too
COVID leading to more depression with weekly group cancelled and travel not
happening now
Definitely affecting mental health and wellness
No visitation is REALLY hard on Elders and older adults
Seniors already face challenges with feeling isolated due to weather and geography

13.2 Do you know of barriers clients face to social events / community inclusion?
-

Hearing difficulties, not being invited, painful body, reduced mobility, no vehicle, live too
far away
Comfort zone / not wanting to try something new
Depression
Alcohol use
Not coming to things because just not “joiners”

13.3 What social programs have your clients expressed a need for / interest in?
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-

“Really value someone coming around to visit and care for them”
To be asked what they want to do today
Just want to talk & have a listen; safe space to reflect
Simple meet and greet space / coffee
Social programs are at a high priority for our current group
“All things active and engaging with their peers”
They just want to get out of the house
Group to get them moving, interacting with each other, involved
Public food gatherings for social connection
Elder Home community living space and social living
Act of getting together to make the soup to reduce isolation
Feels many things mentioned started to happen (like walking groups, Tai Chi)

14.0 Caregivers
14.1 Have caregivers reached out to you for support?
-

Some seniors don’t want others in their house, so they decline service
Yes, caregivers reach out and listens to them debrief; nothing out there specifically for
them to give a break
Feeling of abandonment the caregiver battles with is huge, when family member cannot
return to community
Substance use challenges seen as some people just scraping along to keep Elder or older
adult at home
Sandwich generation managing kids and older adults with often very different needs
Yes, I refer them to Westcoast Community Resources Society and outreach workers
Yes, have reached out for more medical and non-medical homecare supports
Huge amount of workload here
Caregivers can’t get financial support for taking care of family unless client palliative or
in crisis
Some complaints about home support people rotating
Caregivers needing support so they can return to work for financial independence

14.2 Do you offer any services for caregivers?
-

“A walk and a talk always helps”
“An ear, a change of scene, a friendly face”
Phone / conference call to debrief and make plans together
Cultural supports, home making supports, & counselling services
Hospice volunteers may offer a few hours companioning break weekly
COVID state of emergency creates trouble accessing services
Support via programs available from WCCRS
Because no respite care on coast, some older adults end up in the hospital

15.0 Neglect / Abuse
15.1 Do you encounter older adult abuse and/or neglect?
-

Not heard personally from clients but have heard that financial abuse is occurring
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-

Not seen first hand in community side, though have heard about thru emergency work
Sometimes “suspicious”, but unless they voluntarily reach out, would not pry
No abuse comes up, clients all very capable and able
Not many reports of abuse since COVID, and more reports of isolation & loneliness
Outside of scope, but also not hearing about it (though may be happening)
No lunches, no space for people to approach you informally
Alcohol use is up with COVID
Elder abuse was a theme
More common kind is being taken advantage of for money
People do not want to admit they were bamboozled by scammers
Being kicked out of a rental so owner can charge more

15.2 Are you aware of supports you can refer your clients to?
-

Know online supports exist, but have never run into it to require looking
Social worker at hospital now that can refer abused to
Power of ceremony to help move things
Elder Support Worker role has a real advantage, and the Cultural Support Workers
Ceremony & culture can capture the whole system / everybody involved including the
feelings around it all, processing, and working thru it
Security checks available to do wellness checks
Can connect with Public Guardian Trustee or RCMP or financial abuse investigation
Would connect them with West Coast Community Resources Society if alerted or call
Community Paramedic, not the RCMP
Emergency Shelter for Women (WCCRS)
Counselling for those recognizing / experiencing it: how to correct / extricate self from
situations
Aside from our mandatory reporting and a reach out to the team and other rallying of
community-based resources there are not a lot of tools in my kit
Information comes to us as service providers, but now what do we do with the info?
Most FN communities don’t have a family counsellor, just individual counselling

15.3 Do you need support to better care for your clients and if so what kind?
-

#1 thing to look for is for supports like RESPITE, because abuse comes from exhaustion &
burnout & stress, NOT from malicious space
Need someone to come in 4x/week...are there enough Care Aids available as needed?
Financial abuse workshops would be great for all west coasters
More education within the community could be offered; brochures could be distributed
Needed for frontline workers and for family members to know what Elder abuse is &
programs & supports to keep the family intact
There is a feeling of being stuck because of not wanting to break apart family, which may
happen if move forward is made in a formal way
Trauma and the lack of a nurturing connected parent role model can also be seen flipped
around with aging parents now lacking that support from their children
Need programs to teach caregivers how to care for their elderly parents & grandparents
& equally for themselves.... self-care to prevent burnout
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-

When the odd case occurs, families sort it out amongst themselves, rarely any escalation
and RCMP very rarely needed to intervene
Elder Support Worker role that includes helping with budget planning / educating; “Okay
to say No”
Support must be offered in culturally appropriate way, not shaming
“I feel very well supported and taken care of in community”
Elders often have the solutions
Not faced with it yet but will have ability to support people in that way

Questions Emailed to Service Providers Prior to Interviews
A) What you want to know about Older Adults (+55) in the region:


What 3 questions is your organization / your role seeking answers to this year and next?

B) Do your clients need support with:





Transportation
Getting to you and your services?
Getting around in general? To where and how often? (e.g. To health
appointments)
Food Delivery/Hot meal service
Pre-made food or grocery delivery? Daily, weekly, etc.
Help covering food expenses?
Help at Home (non-medical)
House/yard maintenance, Housekeeping, Pet care, Hair/nail care, etc.?
Day to day tasks (please specify)?

C) Priority Program Creation for Older Adults:





If funding was not an issue ($100,000+), what three programs might you develop right
away?
What small projects ($2,000-10,000) could be started by 2022 that would have a major
impact on the lives of local older adults [COVID-19 notwithstanding]
What programs/supports have your clients asked for most (that currently exist or are
needed):
From your organization? From the community at large?
Aging in place:
What do you know helps people age in place? What hinders people aging well in
place?

D) Your Services for Older Adults:





What services are working well to support seniors living independently?
What services could be improved upon and how?
What 3 things would help you in your work with older adults?
What funding opportunities have you identified for older adult programs?
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What are your techniques for reaching out to isolated older adults?
Information Sharing / Exchange
How do your clients prefer to be contacted?
How do we reach the older adults who are not already supported or are not using
tech well?
What has proven most successful in engaging and sustaining contact with older
adults? (i.e., Co-op boards, direct phone calls etc.)
Social / Community Inclusion
Have your clients expressed social isolation as a concern?
Do you know of barriers your clients face to social events / community inclusion?
What social programs have your clients expressed a need for or interest in?
Caregiver support
Have caregivers reached out to you for support? Describe.
Do you offer any services for caregivers? (self-care, resources, education, relief,
etc.)
Neglect / Abuse. If you encounter older adults’ abuse and/or neglect:
Are you aware of supports you can refer your clients to?
Do you need support to better care for your clients? And if so what supports
would you like?
COVID-19 challenges/opportunities encountered serving older adults during this
pandemic?
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APPENDIX C: Older Adult Survey
Helping Older Adults Live Happier & Healthier for Longer at Home
The data gathered for this report is not representative of all the older adults and service providers of the west coast, nor of any one community, and should not be construed as
such, for reasons described in the report and below. 167 older adults submitted surveys and respondents could answer as many or as few questions as they were comfortable
answering.
The following 3 questions were long-form, thus not included graphically below. Please refer to Appendix D for these responses.
 Q 5) Describe the local services /programs that make a positive impact in your life (those used prior to COVID-19 and currently). (132 / 167)
 Q 6) What services / programs are you not satisfied with, or are not available, that would help you to continue living at home and be active in your
community? (107 / 167)
 Q 23) Please describe what might help you feel more included and/or would help you participate more in your community. (100 /167)
Issues with Some of The Questions:
- In Question 4, verbal feedback indicated a number of people stopped the survey immediately after this question because of some confusion. It asked respondents to rank six
core focus areas from most (1) to least (6) needed. Some people misunderstood our intention for a unique ranking per topic, sometimes writing in the same numbers, instead of
1,2,3,4,5,6. On the online survey, it restricted double entries of a rating, which was very off-putting for those who did not wish to answer 1-6 or for those frustrated by this
technicality of numbers disappearing when they tried to type the same number into another box. Furthermore, it may indicate that forcing an independent ranking of priorities
itself is an issue (similar to service provider feedback), as these categories are interdependent and cannot be ranked independently.
A secondary issue was how each core focus area may have had substantially different interpretations of meaning. For example, ‘Caregiver Support’ could be understood as
the respondent needing greater support, or that they notice their caregiver requires the support. Despite these issues, the focus areas listed as the highest priority were
comparable to the survey long answers, as well as service provider feedback.
- In Question 8, there was a clerical error. The paper version options were: yes, sometimes, or never; the online version: yes, no, or unsure. Of the 164 respondents, 12 chose
‘sometimes’, which has been inputted as ‘unsure’.
- In Question 23, a few respondents indicated the way the question was worded was ageist / assumed a level of isolation and vulnerability. It was far from the intent of the
research team for that to be the case; wording should have been clearer. That said, this question stimulated longer and more detailed responses than the previous qualitative
questions, highlighting that social inclusion and community participation are a key concern for many older adults.
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1) How old are you?

2) Where do you live?
Respondents: 167 /167

Respondents: 165 /167
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3) How do you identify?

4) Please rate the following, 1 is what you need most and 6 is what you need least:
Respondents: 150 /167

Respondents: 166 /167
Rating: Blue / Black / Green / Orange / Purple / Red
Colour: 1
2
3
4
5
6

OTHER included: Live with husband, Health care professional, Husband,
Caucasian, Married, Live with roommates, Artist

rated as “1” as most needed:
1st : Community / Social Inclusion
2nd : Home Support
3rd : Information Access / Exchange
4th : Transportation
5th : Caregiver Support
6th : Food Delivery / Hot Meals

Categories
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7) In the past year have you missed any of the following because you
had no way to get there or to get home after? (check all that apply)
Respondents: 77 /167

8) Do you have adequate access to transportation?
Respondents: 164 /167

OTHER included: None, Not at this time, Out of town trips, Avoided driving in
winter/icy roads, Diabetic footcare, Anything that is scheduled for after dark, I
drive and have family to drive me, Health problems, Bad back, AA meetings,
NA
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9) Would you use a program that pairs you with a volunteer to drive you 10) How often would you use this service?
to appointments, run errands, or participate in activities? (with COVID-19
precautions / protocols in place)
Respondents: 162 /167

Respondents: 93 /167

“We are self-sufficient and we do not require transportation to medical
appointments…However, one day we may need those services.”
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11) Do you have enough food to eat every day?
Respondents: 165 /167

“Yes, I have enough food daily, but I don’t always have access (money)
to get nutritious-like foods.”

12) What food service would help you meet your food needs? (check all
that apply)
Respondents: 112 /167

OTHER included: I can take care of all my food needs at this point, Someone else
to cook, Food Bank, Living alone it is sometimes difficult to prepare proper meals
every day, Soon will need weekly grocery delivery, Fresh produce, Nothing
needed now, NA
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13) What would you be able to pay towards a weekly food service?
Respondents: 99 /167

14) Do you need assistance with any of the following tasks and how
often?
Respondents: 152 /167

Frequency: Monthly / Weekly / Daily / NA
Colour:
Blue
Grey
Green Orange
OTHER included: Assistance with basic technology difficulties, Will need all
eventually.... not yet, Respite care locally, Not old enough to be effected by most
of these items, This may change in the future, Heavy lifting, Currently able to
manage, Have HomeCare, Presently hire a cleaner and a yard worker, BC Transit
to Ukee, NA
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15) Do you feel informed about the services and activities available to
you in your community?
Respondents: 161 /167

“Right now my limitation is poor health, but secondly, it is not knowing what is
going on because I am not on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.”

16) Where do you get your information about news, resources,
activities, events? (check all that apply)
Respondents: 164 /167

OTHER included: Community Paramedic, CBC Radio, TV, Family, Kid, Doctors
clinic, Friends
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17) If there was an older adult focused newsletter / updates, would you
prefer one:
Respondents: 161 /167

18) And what kind of content would interest you? (check all that apply)
Respondents: 157 /167

OTHER included: Information on phone scams aimed at seniors, Stories /
comments from locals, Knit & crochet patterns, New staff and hours
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19) If you have access to the Internet, where do you access it?
Respondents: 157 /167

OTHER included: “At work, Very expensive, The Loaf, On my phone, Computer
illiterate, No time”

20) What barriers do you encounter in getting access to the internet?
(check all that apply)
Respondents: 55 /167

“I would like to take a computer course to be more up to date with Zoom, and other
programs…falling behind with age”
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21) How often do you feel socially isolated?
Respondents: 16 /167

“I have a network of friends, family and support because I have lived here a long
time.”
“I feel isolated because I don't know what is going on”

22) Would you be interested in spending time with youth and /or younger
adults?

Respondents: 158 /167

“Opportunities to pass on knowledge to younger generation.”

***Refer to Appendix D for responses to Questions 5, 6 & 23.
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APPENDIX D: Services & Needs as Identified by Older Adults
Services Working Well

TRANSPORTATION

FOOD

NON-MEDICAL
HOME SUPPORT

Services Needing Improving /
Requested

Responses Specific to Social Inclusion
& Community Participation

- Co-op delivery
- Wheels-for-Wellness
- Free summer bus

- Public transit (& night service)
- Bus service between communities
- Maintained sidewalks, trails, MUP &
road
- Transport to out-of-town appointments
/medical
- Community van for those without
vehicles, or when broken down
- Shuttle to go to other towns

- Easier transportation
- Transport and cost are my only limitations

- Tofino & Ucluelet Co-op
delivery & senior shopping
- Community lunches/ dinners
- Senior breakfast
- Senior and Elder luncheons
- Fish Days
- Neighbours /Family /Friends
drop off groceries / necessities
- Food Bank / Fish n Loaves
- Monthly birthday Lunch
- Tofino Ucluelet Culinary Guild
- Restaurants

- Luncheons
- Meals-on-Wheels when I get older
- Co-op provides all deliveries Meals on
wheels would help
- Food & dinner delivery
- Someone else to cook!
- Soon will need weekly grocery
delivery
- Living alone it is sometimes difficult to
prepare proper meals every day.
- Healthy nutritious food, at least one
such meal a day; I don’t always have
the money

- Community potlucks monthly / quarterly
- Food events
- Going to the Co-op is important as a
connector
- Culture gatherings with food

- Home improvement contractors
- Local people hired to do yard
work, repairs, cleaning
- House cleaner
- Childcare

- Home supports
- Nearly impossible to get trades people
- Reliable, recommended handy person
for emergencies
- Company to do small repairs and home
/yard improvements
- Handyman (especially to clean
eavestroughs)
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- Help heavy cleaning and car cleaning
- Small things like help with chores would
be helpful
- Bringing in firewood annually /
stacking firewood a couple days a
year
- Seniors living complex
- Planning for an intermediate care home
so not ending up in Port Alberni in a
few years
- Hippie Retirement Home as a not-forprofit hooka lounge (e.g., 8 residents
and 3 or 4 younger cook/cleaners
living on site with a 4/20 cafe profits
helping pay for rent
- Expand Mt Colnet to 20 units and
update appliances; increase Forest
Glen to 20 units

MEDICAL HEALTH

- Medical Clinic
- Public Health
- Easy access to local doctor
- Health nurse monthly visits
- Home Care Nurse
- Doctor
- Lab
- People who check up on me
- Pain management class
- Hospital
- Pharmasave
- Foot care
- Physiotherapy / Chiropractor /
Acupuncture

- More visiting specialists / specialists
locally
- Respite care
- Local health care
- Local optometrist
- Better medical facilities
- Remote Homecare
- Foot care / Podiatrist so can remain
active and independent
- Dependable homemakers, reliable
homecare, deeply dedicated
caregivers
- Home Support very lacking and
inconsistent, would cancel last minute,
would conduct cell phone business
while at work and not paying attention
to caregiving role
- Subsidized Massage Therapy
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- A ‘Plan B’ if caregiver disappears /
injured

OUTREACH /
COUNSELLING/
MENTAL HEALTH

SOCIAL INCLUSION /
PARTICIPATION
(also see ACTIVITIES &
RECREATION)

- Pacific Rim Hospice Society
- West Coast Community
Resources Society
- Counsellor
- Transition House
- Grateful for programs /
counsellors many years for AA
- Neighbours
- Celebrations
- Public & 55+ gatherings
- Social events/ workshops
- Friday Socials / Lunch Box
- Visits
- Sunshine Club
- Rotary Club
- All options for connection

- Meet and greet programs (tea and a
chat)
- Encouraging men to attend events
- Luncheons
- Social clubs
- Seniors coalition to discuss and
advocate
- COVID is like solitary confinement
- Many friends terrified of getting
COVID
*** REFER to right hand column for
responses made specifically to what
would help to feel more included
and/or help to participate more in
community.

- Get together more often. Getting old. No fun.
- Friday, and have interactions with others
- Get together every week just to talk
- Book club
- I do some volunteer work
- If I had a volunteer's role, maybe
- Volunteering opportunities for people with
minor physical and learning disabilities
- Too many tourists makes it more socially
isolating; Tend to stay home way more.
- Getting to know others closer to my age
- I have access to a wide range of age groups
in this very inclusive town – spending time
with youth and younger adults is an
excellent idea for people who don't have
that access
- Opportunity for seniors to pass on knowledge
to younger generation, sewing etc.
- Peer discussions - would love to hear about
history of FN from ALL ELDERS, not just select
few
- Appreciation from Admin. No lateral violence
due to who is in Council
- Listen to the seniors of this community; we are
outvoted by young adults; mayor is only
concerned about tourism and commercial
items and has forgotten the core of the
community is the seniors
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Cont’d:
SOCIAL INCLUSION /
PARTICIPATION
(also see ACTIVITIES &
RECREATION)

- It would be great to be able to volunteer at
the school(s) in some way, i.e. teach knitting,
read to smaller children, just to help in some
way
- Not sure if I have knowledge to pass on, but I
know something
- Passing on skills that relate to Construction or
planning
- Project involvement
- More interaction in community participation
- More celebration of vibrant seniors in our
communities via social media, newspapers,
radio, etc; Put seniors and elders in valued
light, such as invitations to sit on committees
and give opinions, give invitations to talk
with small groups of younger adults about
adversities, etc
- If more men could be encouraged to
programs & activities, it would really help
(said by self-identified male); need some
way / format to connect
- The programs that were offered at Forest
Glen before COVID, Lots of opportunity to
socialize
- I’m a widower and quite a few of my friends
are alone also
- Very lonely, as separated from husband
- N/A I feel welcome & included. Good
People, Good Town, Good Fishing!
- I do not feel isolated at all as I work from
Monday to Friday and have interactions with
others
- I have no suggestions here, as I feel included,
and I have many options should I wish to
participate more
- Already active virtually and when allowed,
in-person, with youth
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RECREATION

ACTIVITIES

- Aquasize / Swimming
- Seniors programs
- WAVES
- Pilates
- Strength Training
- Chair Yoga
- Surfing
- Pickleball
- QiGong
- Gentle Movement Class
- Dance Fit 55+
- Youtube accessed

- Pickleball
- Disc golf
- Aquasize
- Proper gym
- An indoor pool for water exercises
- More recreation
- Personal trainer to do safe exercises to
maintain health

- Culture / Drumming
- Singing / Choir
- Movies / Theatre / Concerts
- Elder & disabled walks /
walking group
- PRAS events (arts)
- Festivals
- Trail walking
- Speaker events
- Memoir seminar
- Book club / Literary events
- Gardening events
- Social active programs
- Bingo / Bridge / Cribbage
- Any events 55+
- Arts & crafts
- Sunshine Club

- Subsidized
- Senior Hub trips again
- Senior activities
- Daytime activities
- “Nothing goes on here at all”
- Bingo on radio station
- Something to look forward to

- I have a network of friends, family and
support because I have lived here a long
time
- Continued Qi-Gong, seniors yoga, gentle
Movement classes, Tai Chi, Pickleball
- Lower costs of Districts’ events.

- More outdoor activities and classes
- Offering more outings across island and
events like whale watching
- Events for 55+ people!
- Activities for Elders
- Daytime activities
- Regular weekly activities offered
- Nation songs
- I love to learn new things, and to have
opportunity to be able to teach others things
that I know, but the organization and no
extra funds make it hard to share talents
- We are bridge fanatics - no one to play with
anymore
- More activities at the library
- All inclusive programs and services, it is sad
to see people feeling excluded
- I'd love some help to get confident on my
bike again
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SPACES TO GATHER

INFORMATION /
COMMUNICATION

- Community Centre
- Anchor Park
- Trails (safe ones)
- Legion
- Church
- Library
- Botanical Gardens

- Relaxing space
- Outdoor court / covered space

- Being able to meet friends for tea in a
restaurant.
- Legion open for other events in daytime
- Having a consistent gathering place
- A hub where Elders could share their talents
to each other and the younger population
would be great for all.

- Local news as opposed to social
media gossip
- Regular email updates
- Tsunami warnings
- Library
- Emails
- Opportunity for virtual
education / communication
- Courses: computer, anything
- Community Paramedic
- Band notification
- CO-OP noticeboard

- Elder Advocates
- Local paper ‘Seniors Section’
- Masks make it hard for the hearing
limited
- Help navigating technology:
how to look things up on the internet,
pay bills electronically, how to use
Facetime or Skype or Zoom, assistance
solving technical problems, avoiding
fraud and bugs, remembering
- Help with bills/ taxes/ banking
- So much info available on Facebook
but nowhere else
- Info on new staff and hours
- Internet expense WIFI should be free
- Mobile library
- Computers needed, not tablets
- Weekly paper still very important as
few listen to the radio because music
NOT our generation)

- Being called on or reminded (sometimes I
forget)
- More information about how to get involved
- A list of volunteer opportunities and meeting
times
- Businesses, event coordinators and
administrators to post more frequently on
Facebook community board
- Timely info on upcoming workshop /
programs
- More information on Nation and community
- Updates of events via phone calls or social
media
- More in the Westerly or District emails
- I do not want to go on Facebook and do not
trust it but so much info is only there
- Not knowing what is going on because not on
Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram
- I feel isolated because I don't know what is
going on
- Would like to take a computer course to be
more up to date with zoom, and other
programs falling behind with age
- Technical support for and training with
computers
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OTHER

- “None yet”
- “Don't really use any”
- “Thankful not to be at that
stage a this point in time”
- Post Office / Credit Union/
Hardware Store/ PetroCan

- Satisfied / Not Applicable
- “Not now, but eventually I can see
myself needing all of the services in
question 4”
- Better service at Post Office
- Timing
- Routine
- “COVID has tied the hands of all, for
safety reasons, can't wait till it's over.”
- Unsure at this time.
- None needed now, ask me again in 10
to 15 years
- Don’t want to take from other people
who need it more

- Sorry, during COVID it is hard to think
beyond.
- The community offers enough for me, thanks.
- I help who I can, if I need help I am sure it
would be available
- Being 30 again
- I don't need these services yet. But I very
much appreciate that they are available for
those who do
- Ask me down the road a few more years
- Sidewalks to community hall, lighting, less
tourists invading, parking spaces to shop
downtown
- Blessed with health, family & friends
- I feel very lucky in this community, which
takes such excellent care of its seniors
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